ABSTRACT. Given a mixing shift of finite type X, we consider which subshifts of finite type Y ⊂ X can be realized as the fixed point shift of an inert involution of X. We establish a condition on the periodic points of X and Y that is necessary for Y to be the fixed point shift of an inert involution of X. We show that this condition is sufficient to realize Y as the fixed point shift of an involution, up to shift equivalence on X, if X is a shift of finite type with Artin-Mazur zeta function equivalent to 1 mod 2. Given an inert involution f of a mixing shift of finite type X, we characterize what f -invariant subshifts can be realized as the fixed point shift of an inert involution.
Introduction and Statement of Results.
We refer the reader to Section 2 for precise definitions. The group of shift commuting homeomorphisms of a shift of finite type X is called the automorphism group (of X) and is denoted as Aut(σ X ). The group Aut(σ X ) has been a vital tool in attempts to classify shifts of finite type, but in general, Aut(σ X ) is large and mysterious. For example, the automorphism group of the 2-shift is countably infinite, is residually finite, is not finitely generated, and contains a copy of many groups including every finite group, the free group on infinitely many generators, but not any group with unsolvable word problem [6] .
The dimension representation of Aut(σ X ) has served as an important probe into the structure of the automorphism group of a shift of finite type. Automorphisms in the kernel of the dimension representation are called inert and are the fundamental class of automorphisms to understand. In fact, every finite order automorphism of a full shift is inert and the inert case is still the fundamental case even when non-inert automorphisms exist. Given f , an automorphism of X, we denote the subshift of finite type that is fixed by f by Fix f (X).
Much is understood about how inert automorphisms can act on mixing shifts of finite type. For instance, Kim and Roush showed that an inert automorphism of an embedded subshift of finite type can always be extended to an inert automorphism of the larger shift of finite type [14] . Kim, Roush and Wagoner classified actions of inert automorphisms on finite collections of periodic points for every irreducible shift of finite type [16, 18] . While there have been limited results showing when mixing shifts of finite type have fixed point free automorphisms [15] , there have been no results about the possibilities for fixed point shifts of automorphisms on mixing shifts of finite type.
The fundamental question we consider in this paper is:
gap between shift equivalence and conjugacy, which pervades the analysis of SFTs. For example, it is still unknown if a mixing shift of finite type that is shift equivalent over Z + to the 2-shift is necessarily conjugate to the 2-shift. If this is so, then Corollary 1.1 answers Smillie's question (1.2) completely. Section 2 gives statements of definitions with motivations. Section 3 gives the proof of Theorem 1.1 and discusses its limitations. Section 4 is devoted to establishing a necessary condition for fixed point shifts of inert involutions on mixing SFTs. Section 5 reviews polynomial matrix presentations of SFTs which are needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3. Section 6 gives the proof of Theorem 1.3. Appendix A defines a hierarchy of conditions involving cascades, zeta functions, and matrix traces. Appendix B gives a criterion for when a collection of periodic points is the disjoint union of 2-cascades and a proof that condition (1) of Theorem 1.3 can be verified by a finite procedure.
This paper is an extension of some the work and results first presented in my PhD thesis [19] . I would like to thank Mike Boyle for his many constructive comments and Jane Long for her helpful comments.
2.
Definitions. In this paper we use the notation that N = {1, 2, 3, ...} and Z + = {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. A discrete dynamical system is a topological space, X, equipped with a homeomorphism, f , from X to itself and is denoted by the pair (X, f ). We are primarily concerned with the study of symbolic systems or shift spaces (see [20] for a comprehensive discussion). Let G A be a finite directed graph with n ordered vertices and a finite edge set E A . G A is defined by its adjacency matrix, A, which is a n × n non-negative integral matrix with A i j = the number of edges in G A from vertex i to vertex j. We say that A or G A presents the shift of finite type (X A , σ A ) defined as follows. Let t(e) and i(e) denote the terminal and initial vertices of the edge e ∈ E A . The set X A is the subset of E Z A given by {x = (x i ) i∈Z ∈ E Z A : t(e i ) = i(e i+1 ) for all i ∈ Z}. The shift map, σ A , slides the symbolic sequence one space to the left, (σ A (x)) i = (x) i+1 . The set X A can be thought of as the set of bi-infinite walks in the graph G A and is a compact space with σ A an expansive homeomorphism on the metric d(x, y) = 2 −n , where n is maximal such that the points x and y agree on [−n, n]. The shift of finite type X [n] is called the n-shift and is the set of all sequences on n symbols (typically {0, 1, ..., n − 1}).
A block is a finite sequence [b 1 b 2 ...b n ] where each symbol b i ∈ E A and t(b i ) = i(b i+1 ). A shift of finite type (SFT) X can also be defined by fixing a finite list of blocks, F, and excluding from some n-shift all sequences that contain a block from F. Equivalently, a shift of finite type X is the set of sequences {x ∈ X [n] |x [i,i+m−1] ∈ M} where M is a fixed list of blocks of length m.
A SFT is mixing if there exists a N ∈ N such that for each pair of blocks, u and v, and for each n ≥ N, there is a block w of length n such that uwv is an allowed block. A k by k matrix, A, is primitive if its entries are nonnegative integers and there is some n ∈ N such that (A n ) i j > 0 for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. If all rows and columns of a square matrix A over Z + are nonzero, then A is primitive iff X A is a mixing shift of finite type. The class of mixing shifts of finite type (MSFTs) are the fundamental class of SFTs and many problems involving SFTs can be reduced to the case of MSFTs.
The entropy of a shift space is defined by h(X) = lim n→∞ 1 n log|B n (X)|, where B n (X) is the set of blocks in X of length n. The entropy of a shift space measures the exponential rate at which the number of blocks increases. The Spectral Radius Theorem and PerronFrobenius theory imply that for a MSFT X A , the entropy of X A is logarithm of the eigenvalue of A with largest modulus, which we will call λ A .
A continuous shift commuting map, φ, from a SFT X A to a SFT X B is given by a block map or block code, i.e. there is a k ∈ N and a function, Φ (the block code), from blocks of length of 2k + 1 to E B , such that for all x ∈ X, φ(x) i = Φ([x i−k ...x i+k ]). Dynamical systems (X, f ) and (Y, g) are topologically conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism φ :
In particular, shift spaces X and Y are conjugate if there exists a 1-1 and onto block code from X to Y .
For a dynamical system, (X, f ), let Per(X, n) denote the set of points of X such that f n (x) = x, and let Per(X) = ∪ n∈N Per(X, n) be the collection of all periodic points. The length of an orbit is the number of points in the orbit.
When Per(X, n) is finite for all n ∈ N, the periodic point counts of a dynamical system (X, f ) are encoded by its Artin-Mazur zeta function,
The zeta function for a SFT, X A , can be computed as
where χ A (t) is the characteristic polynomial of the r × r matrix A.
For a (2, n)-cascade, as in defintion 1.2, the base of a (2, n)-cascade consists of the two least period n orbits and the tail of a (2, n)-cascade consists of its shift orbits of length 2n, 4n, · · · , 2 i n, · · · .
Strong Shift Equivalence and Shift Equivalence.
Given matrices A and B over a unital semiring S, A is elementary strong shift equivalent (ESSE) to B (over S) if there exist matrices R and S over S with A = RS and B = SR. For matrices A and B over S, A is strong shift equivalent (SSE) to B over S if there is a chain of ESSE (over S) between A and B. SSE is an algebraic equivalence relation whereas ESSE is not because ESSE is not a transitive relation. 
Williams also defined the very tractable equivalence relation of shift equivalence. For matrices A and B over a unital semiring S, A is shift equivalent (SE) to B over S if there exist matrices R and S over S and l ∈ N such that 20, Thm 7.3.3] . We use the terms SE and SSE to refer to SE and SSE over Z + unless otherwise noted. The advantage of using SE rather than SSE is that SE is well understood. In fact, the relation of shift equivalence can be given more concretely, as we recall now. If A is an n × n matrix over Z + , then the eventual range of A, R A , is given by Q n A k , for large enough k such that A is an isomorphism from Q n A k to Q n A k+1 . By convention, the action of A is on row Additionally, we present the following facts which are useful for later proofs. and A are shift equivalent over Z .
Automorphisms of Mixing Shifts of Finite
Type. An automorphism of a SFT X is a shift commuting homeomorphism from X to X. Let Aut(σ X ) denote the group of automorphisms on a shift space X. An involution of a shift of finite type is an automorphism U such that U 2 = Id. An automorphism, U, of a shift of finite type, X, defines an equivalence relation on the points of X: if x, y ∈ X, then x ∼ U y if x and y are in the same U orbit. Suppose that U has finite order. Let X/U be the quotient space of X by the relation ∼ U , and let π be the projection of X onto the orbit space X/U that takes a point x ∈ X to its U-orbit, [x] = {y ∈ X|x ∼ U y}. The shift map on X induces a bijection, σ X/U , from X/U to X/U which will define (X/U, σ X/U ) as a dynamical system. It is well known that X/U will not be conjugate to a shift space unless for some n ∈ N, every U-orbit has cardinality n [10] . An automorphism of a shift of finite type is inert if it is in the kernel of the dimension representation. Fiebig gives a useful characterization of inertness in terms of zeta functions and orbit spaces which we will use as an alternative definition. 
We note here that preceding Theorem is still true when there are U-orbits of cardinality = n. Let U be an automorphism of a shift of finite type X. Then let Fix U (X) be the set of points that are not moved by U. Since U is a shift-commuting map, σ X will move points fixed by U to points fixed by U, and therefore Fix U (X) is a shift space. Additionally, Fix U (X) will be a SFT because Fix U (X) is the set of all bi-infinite sequences in X which can be built from the finite list of blocks of X, {b ∈ B 2n+1 (X)|x [−n,n] = b,U(x) 0 = x 0 }, where U has radius n and B m (X) is the set of allowed words of length n in X. We refer to Fix U (X) as the fixed point shift of U in X.
2.3.
Application to Complex Dynamics. Smillie's Question (1.2) stems from a problem involving quadratic maps on C 2 . The Hénon family is a 2-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of R 2 given by quadratic maps f a,b : R 2 → R 2 , with f a,b (x, y) = (x 2 + a − by, x) and a, b ∈ R (b = 0 for a diffeomorphism). Let K a,b be the set of bounded orbits of f a,b and let the real horseshoe locus, H R , be the set of (a, b) ∈ R 2 such that the restriction of f a,b to K a,b is topologically conjugate to the full 2-shift, (X [2] , σ). Likewise, let the complex horseshoe locus, H C , be the set of (a, b) ∈ C 2 such that the restriction of f a,b : C 2 → C 2 to K a,b is topologically conjugate to the full 2-shift, (X [2] , σ). Hubbard and Oberste-Vorth [12] show that H C contains the set HOV = {(a, b) ∈ C 2 : |a| > 2(|b| + 1) 2 , b = 0}. Let H C HOV be the connected component of H C that contains the connected set HOV . Hubbard conjectured in 1986 that the image of π 1 (H C HOV ) under Θ is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the full 2-shift [11] . In general, it is very hard to visualize and categorize π 1 (H C HOV ). Recently, [3] showed that the range of Θ(π 1 (H C HOV )) is nontrivial: for γ a loop in HOV , Θ(γ) can be the automorphism defined by flipping the symbols 0 and 1. Even more recently, Arai's numerical work applying the theory of Bedford and Smillie, showed that Θ(π 1 (H C HOV )) has an element of infinite order [1] .
Let γ 1 and γ 2 be loops in H C with Θ(γ 1 ) = ψ 1 and Θ(γ 2 ) = ψ 2 . If Fix ψ 1 (X [2] ) is not conjugate to Fix ψ 2 (X [2] ), then γ 1 and γ 2 are not in the same fundamental class of H C . So Θ together with an understanding of which subshifts can be realized as fixed point shifts of inert automorphisms would give a (coarse) way to refine the set of loops in H C into possible fundamental classes. Any understanding of π 1 (H C HOV ) would give insight into the structure of the parameter space H C .
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. First we recall a useful lemma [5, Lemma 3.1]:
Lemma 3.1. Let U be a finite order automorphism of a shift of finite type X A . Then there exists a square non-negative integral matrix B such that X A is conjugate to X B and U is conjugate to a graph automorphism of G B .
Proof of Theorem 1.1: By Lemma 3.1, we may assume that X has a graph presentation, G X , such that f is a one block map defined by a graph automorphism of G X , which we will also refer to as f . Let Y be a subshift of finite type contained in X and defined by F, a finite maximal set of forbidden length k blocks from X. Let X [k] be the k-block presentation of X and note that f will still act as a graph automorphism of G X [k] . Y will be presented by G Y , the subgraph of G X [k] that does not contain vertices defined by words in F. Note that f will act on Y as a graph automorphism of G Y . Let the image under f of an edge a in G Y be denoted asā, and the image of a vertex i be denotedī.
Appealing to the fact that f is inert on Y , we fix N ∈ N such that for all vertices of G Y i and j, there are the same number of paths of length N in G Y from i to j as there are paths of length N from i toj in G Y . Let g i j be a bijection from the set of paths of length N in G Y from i to j to the set of paths of length N in G Y from i toj. Similarly, let h i j be a bijection from the set of paths of length N in G Y from i to j to the set of paths of length N in G Y from i to j. We choose these bijections such that if i 1 , ..., i k is a simple cycle of vertices under the action of f , then for all j, g ji k • ...
We define U on X by the following rules:
, for j the initial vertex and k the terminal vertex of
The map U is well defined by the preceding rules since each rule has a distinct domain of application. Note that by the preceding rule
x contains an edge in G A not in G Y and rule (4) above will move some edge in x. Thus if
Consequently, U n = id. Clearly U m = id for 0 ≤ m < n and U is an automorphism of X with fixed point shift Y . We will show in Example 3.1 that the answer to Question 3.1 is no. In particular, this shows that Corollary 3.1 is not enough to characterize the fixed point shifts of inert involutions of the 2-shift. Note that the flip map on the 2-shift has an empty fixed point shift. There are 240 points of least period 8 in the 2-shift which correspond to 30 length 8 shift orbits. Choose some pairing of these length 8 orbits, and choose higher length orbits such that the 30 length 8 shift orbits are the bases of 15 pairwise disjoint (2,8)-cascades, which we label c i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 15. There exists embeddings c i → X i ⊂ X where the X i are pairwise disjoint MSFTs. By Theorem 2 of [4] , there exists an inert involution, β i : X i → X i such that the 2 length 8 shift oribts in X i are exchanged. The Inert Extension Theorem [14] gives an extension of β i to the 2-shift which we will call g. Note that g necessarily fixes the points (0) ∞ and (1) ∞ and moves all least period 8 points in the 2-shift. If Y is the fixed point shift of g, then Y contains the point (0) ∞ and contains no orbits of length 8. Thus (0) ∞ can not be in a (2,1)-cascade, and f will not be inert on Y by Proposition 4.1.
Remark 1.
Note that the last example shows that if Per(X) and Per(X)\Per(Y ) are the disjoint unions of 2-cascades, this does not mean that Per(Y ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. 4 . A Necessary Condition. Let U be an involution of a SFT X. If x ∈ Per(X) of least period n and x = U(x), then U will map x to either σ n/2 (x) or to another periodic point of least period n not in the shift orbit of x. We call a periodic point, x, type 1 if U moves x to another periodic point in the σ-orbit of x. A periodic point is type 2 if U sends x to a periodic point that is not in the σ-orbit of x. A periodic point is called type 0 if it is fixed by U. We note here that all periodic points in an U-orbit are of the same type and thus there is a unique type for each U-orbit.
Example 4.1. Let X be the 4-shift (on symbols {0, 1, 2, 3}), and let U be the involution defined by switching the symbols 0 and 1 and fixing 2 and 3. Then (0110) ∞ is mapped to (1001) ∞ = σ 2 ((0110) ∞ ), so (0110) ∞ is a type 1 periodic point. The point (0111) ∞ is mapped to (1000) ∞ , so (0111) ∞ and (1000) ∞ are type 2 periodic points. The point (2332) ∞ is mapped to (2332) ∞ , so (2332) ∞ is a periodic point of type 0.
Recall from Definition 1.2 that a (2, n)-cascade is the union of two length n shift orbits and one shift orbit of length 2 i n for each i ∈ N. The base of a (2, n)-cascade consists of the two least period n orbits and the tail of a (2, n)-cascade consists of its shift orbits of length 2n, 4n, · · · , 2 i n, · · · . A 2-cascade is a (2, n)-cascade for some n. Definition 4.1. If U is an involution of a SFT X, then a (2, n)-U cascade is a (2, n)-cascade with a base of two type 2 length n shift orbits and a tail of one type 1 shift orbit of length 2 i n for each i ∈ N = {1, 2, · · · }. A 2-U cascade is a (2, n)-U cascade for some n.
Note here that 2-U cascades are 2-cascades, so any condition involving 2-cascades will be true for 2-U cascades, but as is shown in Example 4.2, conditions involving 2-U cascades can not necessarily be weakened to 2-cascades. The following proposition equates inertness to a condition of cascades and follows the ideas of Fiebig in his examination of finite skew actions on SFTs [9] . Proposition 4.1. Suppose U is an involution of a shift of finite type X, and Y is the fixed point shift of U. Then the following are equivalent:
1. U is inert.
Proof:
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Let c n be the number of type 2 shift orbits of length n, d n be the number of type 1 shift orbits of length n, and f n be the number of type 0 shift orbits of length n. Let P n be the number of length n shift orbits in X and let Q n be the number of length n shift orbits in X/U. Clearly P n = c n + d n + f n and
X , then P n = Q n for each n ∈ N, and d 2n = c n /2 + d n . Let n = 2 r q with q odd and r ∈ Z + . Since d q = 0 for q odd, we have by induction on r that
Therefore type 1 length n shift orbits can be put in bijective correspondence with pairs of type 2 shift orbits of shorter length k such that n/k = 2 i for i > 0. It follows that Per(X)\Per(Y ) is a disjoint union of 2-U cascades.
(iii) ⇒ (ii): Let Per(X)\Per(Y ) be a disjoint union of 2-U cascades, and let c n , d n , and f n be defined as above. Then by the cascade decomposition of Per(X)\Per(Y ), there are exactly as many type 1 shift orbits as there are lower cascades, i.e. for each n ∈ N,
Clearly, there is a fixed point free inert involution of X A , U, that is defined by exchanging parallel edges in G A . By Theorem 4.1, Per(X A ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. X A also has a fixed point free involution, φ, given by switching the vertices of the graph G A . The map φ will not be inert since ζ
. This example shows that condition (iii) of Proposition 4.1 can not be weakened to the condition that Per(X)\Per(Y ) is a disjoint union of 2-cascades and displays the difference between 2-cascades and 2-U cascades.
In the absence of an involution, the following question arises from Proposition 4.1: X (t) = 1mod 2. Lastly, Appendix B discusses the computability of this necessary condition on periodic points.
5. Path Presentations and Polynomial Matrices. Section 2 described how shifts of finite type are presented as edge shifts by square matrices over Z + . Square matrices over tZ + [t] can also present a shift of finite type [2, 7, 16] as can be understood from an example.
, we associate to A the following directed graph, G A .
The graph G A is constructed as follows. Since A is 2 by 2, we begin with two vertices (the dark vertices of the above graph). These "essential"vertices will be the indices of the rows of A. For each monomial term, t k , in the A i j entry, we add a path of length k from i to j. For each path of length k, we add k − 1 "nonessential"vertices to build the path. A "nonessential"vertex has exactly one incoming and exactly one outgoing edge. Let B be the 5 by 5 adjacency matrix of the graph G A . We regard A as a presentation of the SFT X B . As can be seen from this example, matrices over tZ + [t] and the corresponding path construction allows for more compact presentations of graphs and the corresponding SFTs.
If B is a non-negative integer matrix, then A = tB and B define the same directed graph. For a matrix A over tZ + [t] , the conversion from a path presentation to an edge presentation involves building the directed graph by the path construction and then creating the adjacency matrix of this graph. We can convert edge presentations to path presentations and vice versa as is convenient. Let X A denote the shift of finite type defined by A, a matrix over either tZ + [t] or Z + . For B a matrix over tZ + [t] , let B be the adjacency matrix of the graph G B and note that X B and X B are the same SFT.
5.1. Constructions Using Polynomial Matrices. For polynomials x, y ∈ Z + [t], we define x ≥ y to mean that x − y ∈ Z + [t] . Let E i j (x) be the matrix that is the identity matrix except for the (i, j) entry (i = j) which is a polynomial x over Z + [t]. Multiplications by E i j are called positive or elementary operations if they produce a presentation of a conjugate shift of finite type as in Theorem 5.1.
For example, if A = 0 t + t 2 t 3 2t and x = t 2 < A 1,2 , then
where B = 0 t t 3 2t + t 5 . So A and B present conjugate shifts of finite type by Theorem 5.1.
Note that when we multiply [Id − A] by an elementary matrix corresponding to a positive operation, [Id − B] has a higher order term in the (2,2) position. The multiplication of the elementary matrices allows us to clear a low degree off-diagonal term at the price of adding higher degree terms. A clearing process (or procedure) is a sequence of positive polynomial operations on a polynomial matrix such that all terms of degree less than some fixed d are cleared from all off-diagonal entries. Note here that after applying a clearing process to a matrix, all terms of degree less than d are removed from the off-diagonal entries, but there may be terms of degree less than d on the diagonal. For arbitrary d, it is impossible to remove all terms of degree less than d since periodic points of period less than d can only be built from such terms. Clearing processes enable us to deal with the structure of low order periodic points and higher length paths separately. This is a useful technique to exploit if we wish to extend some property from finite collections of periodic points to the entire shift of finite type. This technique is analogous to more traditional methods of coding between shifts of finite types such as marker constructions. For example, Kim and Roush used a clearing process to prove their p-fold covering theorem [15] , which they reduce to the following theorem that we will use in proving Theorem 1.1. There is a notational adaptation such that the statement below fits our purpose. 6. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 relies on Theorem 5.2 and the following lemma, which will be proven later.
Lemma 6.1. Let X be a MSFT with zeta function equivalent to 1 mod 2. Let F be a nonnegative integer matrix presentation of a subshift Y , where Per(X)\Per(Y ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. Then there exists a polynomial matrix A over tZ + [t] , where A = tM 2tB tC tF , Per(X [tM] ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades, and X A is conjugate to X.
Proof of Theorem 1.3: Let X be a MSFT with zeta function equivalent to 1 mod 2 and let Y be a subshift of finite type in X with F a presentation of Y such that Per(X)\Per(Y ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. Applying Lemma 6.1, we have a polynomial matrix A = tM 2tB tC tF , where
F is a non-negative integer matrix presentation of the subshift Y, Per(X [tM] ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades, and X A is conjugate to X. Applying Theorem 5.2 to X [tM] , we get a sequence of positive polynomial operations from tM to tA 1 + tA 2 , where tA 1 and tA 2 are matrices over tZ + [t] and tA 1 − tA 2 is nilpotent, and these operations will also be positive operations from tA to t(A 1 + A 2 ) 2tB tC tF . These positive operations will not change the tF block or the even nature of the upper right block since they will correspond to adding a multiple of one of the first n rows or columns to another of the first n rows or columns, where tM is n × n.
So by Theorem 5.1, A = tM 2tB tC tF and t(A 1 + A 2 ) 2tB tC tF present conjugate SFTs. Because A 1 − A 2 is nilpotent, there is a parity among paths of length l in G tA 1 +tA 2 for l large enough that (A 1 − A 2 ) l = 0. Thus the splitting of t(A 1 + A 2 ) into tA 1 and tA 2 with A 1 − A 2 nilpotent can be passed through path rearrangement to a splitting of A * into A * 1 and A * 2 such that A * = A * 1 + A * 2 and A * 1 − A * 2 is nilpotent. So, the nonnegative integral matrix D 2 will have the form
We define D 3 as a matrix over Z by i is n × n, then X is SE to X A over Z + and X has an inert involution φ, given by a graph automorphism of G D 4 that transposes the i and i + n vertices. Since X F = Y , Y will be the fixed point shift of φ.
6.1. Proof of Lemma 6.1. We begin the proof of Lemma 6.1 with several lemmas. Proof of Lemma 6.2:
, then tA presents a shift of finite type that is conjugate to X. For 1 ≤i≤ n and n + 1 ≤ j ≤ n + k where M is a n × n matrix and F is a k × k matrix, 
By Lemma A.3, Y will have zeta function equal to 1 mod 2 and therefore by Proposition A.2, F will be nilpotent mod 2. Thus for large m, F m will have entries divisible by 2.
Consequently, for large enough m, A will have the form M 2t m B tC tF , for some B ∈
M(tZ + [t]).
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that for large enough m, the presentation from Lemma 6.2, A = tM 2t m B tC tF presents a mixing shift of finite type which is conjugate to X and for which Per(X [tM] ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. The set T is the subset of periodic points in the complement of Per(X F ) that are not in Per(X tM ) (they are periodic points of X that contain a subpath from the upper right 2t m B matrix block).
Proof of Proposition 6.1: The group of simple automorphisms is the subgroup of inert automorphisms that are generated by automorphisms of X A which are conjugate to graph automorphisms that fix all vertices. Let ψ be a pairing of paths corresponding to terms in the upper right block of A, i.e. for each x, a path of length m from i to j that corresponds to a term in the upper right block, we associate to x another path of length m from i to j (which corresponds to another term of the same power in the same entry of the upper right block). X A has a simple involution defined by flipping paths according to ψ and T is exactly the set of periodic points moved by this involution. So by Theorem 4.1, T must be the disjoint union of 2-cascades. Proposition 6.2. Let P 1 and P 2 be collections of periodic points of a SFT X such that P 1 and P 2 are the disjoint union of 2-cascades and P 2 ⊆ P 1 . If α n is the number of (2, n)-cascades in P 1 , β n is the number of (2, n)-cascades in P 2 , and α n ≥ β n for all n ∈ N, then P 1 \P 2 is the disjoint union of 2-cascades.
This proposition is immediately clear since P 1 \P 2 will be the disjoint union of the remaining α n − β n (2, n)-cascades for all n ∈ N . Lemma 6.4. Let X A be a mixing SFT with ζ Proof of Lemma 6.4: Lemma 6.3 will give us a set of matrices of the form tM 2t m B tC tF that present MSFTs conjugate to X A . Let Per(X A )\Per(X F ) be the disjoint union of 2-cascades, T = Per(X A )\{Per(X [tM ] ) ∪ Per(X F )}, and P = Per(X A )\Per(X F ). By Proposition 6.2 it suffices to verify that there exists an N ∈ N such that if m ≥ N, then c n ≥ d n for all n ∈ N, where c n is the number of (2, n)-cascades in P, and d n is the number of (2, n)-cascades in T .
Let p n be the number of points of period n (not necessarily least period n) in P, a n be the number of points of period n in P that are not least period n, then p n − a n is the number of least period n points in P. If b n is the number of least period n points in P that are in (2, k)-cascades for n/k = 2 i with i > 0, then 2nc n = p n − a n − b n because each least period n point in P is either in a (2, n)-cascade or in a lower cascade. Let f n be the number of points of least period n in X F .
Given the presentation A = tM 2t m B tC tF , there are positive constants C 1 and C 2 such that C 1 < C 2 the number of allowed blocks of length n in X A is bounded between C 1 (λ A ) n and C 2 (λ A ) n where ln(λ A ) is the entropy of X A (and X A ) and C 1 and C 2 are positive constants. It is also possible to pick the constants C 1 and C 2 such that for all large n, there are between C 1 (λ A ) n and C 2 (λ A ) n paths of length n between any 2 vertices and there are between C 1 (λ A ) n and C 2 (λ A ) n points of period n in X A (and X A ). Let λ F be the spectral radius of F, then λ F < λ A because X F is a proper (hence lower entropy) subshift of X A . Fix λ F such that λ F < λ F < λ A . Then fix C 3 > 0 such that for all n, there are fewer than C 3 λ F n paths of length n between any 2 vertices in the graph G F . Then for all large n,
Let n = 2 r q with q odd and r a positive integer, then b n < Σ r−1 i=0 C 1 (λ A ) 2 i q because the number of least period n points in the tail of cascades is clearly less than the sum of the number of periodic points of order 2 i q for 0 ≤ i < r. Further,
Similarly, for all large n, a n , can be bounded above by an exponential function with rate √ λ A because a n < ∑ i|n,i =n
We now need to place an upper bound on t n , the number of points of least period n in T . Each periodic point in T corresponds to a closed path in G A that consists of a time m path coming from a term in the upper right block and a time n − m path coming from G A that together create a closed loop. A length n − m path may have subpaths that come from terms in the upper right block, but we want to overestimate the number of possible paths in G A that will create a closed path. For large m, there are at most C 3 λ F m paths that correspond to terms from the upper right block, where λ F < λ A and m is the power of t in the upper right block of A . So,
We now combine the estimates given above to estimate of nc n − nd n .
nc n − nd n = p n − a n − b n − nd n ≤ p n − a n − b n − t n
The only term that grows at the same exponential rate as the first term is the t n term containing (λ A ) n−m , but we can make the difference between C 4 ( λ F ) m and (λ A ) m as large as we want by increasing m. So, there exists a large enough N, such that for all m ≥ N, nc n − nd n > 0 for all n ∈ N. Proof of Lemma 6.1: Let X be a MSFT with ζ Appendix A. Hierarchy of Cascade and mod 2 Conditions. In this appendix we will discuss the related conditions of cascades, zeta functions, and matrix traces. Specifically, in Proposition A.2, we give a hierarchy of conditions involving cascade decompositions, zeta functions, and the traces of presenting matrices. First we present this useful proposition Proposition A.1. Let P be a collection of periodic points that is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. The zeta function of P is equivalent to 1 mod 2.
Proof: Note that |Per(P, n)| < ∞ in order for the zeta function to make sense. Suppose P is a collection of periodic points that is the disjoint union of 2-cascades, which we will order and denote as C i . Then
where |γ| denotes the length of the shift orbit γ. The product of terms in a (2, n)-cascade C i is given by
which is 1 mod 2. Consider the following four conditions on A, a n × n non-negative integral matrix: 1. Per(X A ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades 2. det(Id − tA) = 1 mod 2 3. A is nilpotent mod 2 4. tr A n = 0 mod 2 ∀n ∈ N Note that condition (2) is equivalent to the condition that ζ X A (t) = 1 mod 2.
Proposition A.2. The conditions above satisfy the implications (1) ⇒ (2) ⇔ (3) ⇒ (4). Also (2) ⇒ (1) and (4) ⇒ (3).
Proof: (2) ⇔ (3): Suppose A is a k × k matrix over Z + . Then det(Id − tA) = t k χ A (t −1 ), where χ A (t) is the characteristic polynomial of A. So det(Id − tA) = 1 mod 2 iff χ A (t) = t k mod 2. The matrix A, considered with its mod 2 entries lying in the field Z/2, has χ A (t) = t k iff A is nilpotent. 
Proof of Lemma A.3: The zeta function of a SFT X can be computed as ζ −1
, where the product is taken over all finite shift orbits in X and |γ| denotes the length of the shift orbit γ. The shift orbits of X can be partitioned into 2 disjoint sets Per(Y ) and Per(X)\Per(Y ). Since Per(X)\Per(Y ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades and a (2, n)-cascade is the product of terms
Appendix B. Computability of the 2-Cascade Condition. Proposition A.2 shows that the decomposition of periodic points into 2-cascades is a stronger condition than the mod 2 zeta function can capture. We devote this Appendix to providing an algorithm for deciding when given X F X A that Per(X A )\Per(X F ) is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. In Proposition B.1, we give a criterion characterizing when a general collection of periodic points is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. Proposition B.2 shows that if ζ −1 X (t) = 1 mod 2 then the criterion can be checked for the case at hand.
Let P n be the number of points of least period n in P, a collection of periodic points and assume that P n < ∞ for all n.
Definition B.1. Define D n with n ∈ N, recursively according to the following rules:
Note that for n = 2 r q with q odd and r ≥ 1, it follows by induction on r that
D n is defined to match the number of points in P that are needed for lower order cascades, (2, n/2)-cascades, (2, n/4)-cascades, ... C n is defined to match the number of points of P that are needed for (2, n)-cascades. Conditions (i) and (ii) below will guarantee that there are enough shift orbits of length n for lower cascades (Quantity) and that there is an even number of remaining shift orbits for bases of (2, n)-cascades. Proposition B.1. Let P n , C n , and D n be defined as in B.1. Then P is the disjoint union of 2-cascades ⇔ ∀n ∈ N, the following conditions hold:
1. (Parity condition) C n is divisible by 2 r+1 for n = 2 r q with q odd. 2. (Quantity condition) C n is non-negative. Moreover, given conditions (i) and (ii), C n = P n − ∑ r−1 i=0 P 2 i q for n = 2 r q with q odd. Proof of Proposition B.1: ⇒: Assume P is the disjoint union of 2-cascades and let a n be the number of (2, n)-cascades in P. For n = 2 r q with q odd, let b n = ∑ r−1 i=0 a 2 i q and note that b n is the number of length n shift orbits in (2, k)-cascades where n/k = 2 i for i > 0. Also note that b 2n = b n + a n and for q odd, b q = 0. By the assumption, P n = 2na n + nb n .
We would like to show that ∀n ∈ N, C n = 2na n and D n = nb n . For n odd, D n = 0 = nb n and P n = 2na n = C n . Assume that for all m ≤ n that C m = 2ma m and D m = mb m . Then
So by induction, ∀n ∈ N, C n = 2na n and D n = nb n . The Parity and Quantity conditions are satisfied because a n is a non-negative integer for all n ∈ N and C n = 2na n = 2 r+1 q for n = 2 r q with r ≥ 1 and q odd.
⇐: Assume that the Parity and Quantity conditions hold ∀n ∈ N, and let P n be the number of least period n points in P. The set P is the disjoint union of 2-cascades iff there exist non-negative integers a i such that for n = 2 r q with q odd, P n = 2na n + n ∑ r−1 i=0 a 2 i q . If we let a n = C n 2n , then by the Parity and Quantity conditions, a n will be a non-negative integer for all n ∈ N. It remains to show that for n = 2 r q with q odd, P n = 2na n + n ∑ r−1 i=0 a 2 i q , which we will prove by induction on r.
For n odd, P n = C n = 2na n . Assume that for n = 2 r q with q odd, P n = 2na n + n ∑ r−1 i=0 a 2 i q . Then And so by induction on r, for n = 2 r q with q odd, P n = 2na n + n ∑ r−1 i=0 a 2 i q . Proposition B.1 gives a criterion but not yet a finite procedure to decide if P is the disjoint union of 2-cascades. Y (t) = 1 mod 2. Let x denote the largest integer that is less than or equal to x ∈ R. Let l be the minimum positive integer such that A l and B l have all entries divisible by 2.
1. Choose N ∈ N such that for all n > N, n/l > log 2 (n) + 2. The Parity Condition holds for all n ∈ N iff it holds for all n = 2 r q < N with q odd, r < log 2 (N) + 2, and q is divisible by primes less than N. 2. Let M ∈ N such that for all n > M, P n ≫ ∑ r−1 i=0 P 2 i q for n = 2 r q with q odd. The Quantity Condition holds for all n iff it holds for all n < M.
Proof of (1): Let Y be a subshift of finite type in X with ζ −1 Y (t) = 1 mod 2. Let A and B be matrices over Z + that present X and Y . By Proposition A.2, A and B will be nilpotent mod 2. Let l be the minimum positive integer such that A l and B l have all entries divisible by 2. In particular, tr(A l ) and tr(B l ) are divisible by 2.
Let x denote the largest integer that is less than or equal to x ∈ R. Clearly 2 n/l divides tr(A n ), and there exists N ∈ N such that for all n > N, n/l > log 2 (n) + 2 since n/l is bounded below by a linear function of n and will eventually be larger than log 2 (n) + 2. So for all n > N, A n and B n are divisible by 2 r+2 and thus tr(A n ) and tr(B n ) are divisible by 2 r+2 , where n = 2 r q for q odd.
The number of least period n points in Per(X)\Per(Y ) is equal to tr n (A) − tr n (B), where the n-th net trace is given by tr n (A) = ∑ d|n µ( 
For each case below we let n = 2 r q = 2 r p t 1 1 ...p t k k for q odd and each p i prime. Observation: If all non-zero terms in Formula 1 are tr(A i ) for i > N, then 2 r+1 divides all terms and 2 r+1 divides C n .
Case 1: If any p i is a prime greater than N with t i ≥ 2, then all terms in Formula 1 will have tr(A i ) with i > N by our Observation above since either q/s is divisible by p i or µ(s) = 0. Case 2: Suppose p i > N and t i = 1. Then n = 2 r p i q and All of the terms involving p i will use tr(A i ) for i > N and 2 r+1 will divide those terms, so C n will be divisible by 2 r+1 iff the sum of the remaining terms will be divisible by 2 r+1 . By iterating the argument for Case 2, we have reduced our problem to verifying C n satisfies the Parity Condition when n contains only primes less than N (with multiplicity 1) and r < log 2 (N) + 2.
Proof of Quantity Condition:
Recall that C n = P n − ∑ r−1 i=0 P 2 i q . The exponential rate at which ∑ r−1 i=0 P 2 i q grows (relative to n = 2 r q for q odd) is √ λ A where λ A is the entropy of the mixing shift of finite type X. The exponential rate at which P n grows (relative to n) is λ A , so for some finite N ∈ M, P n ≫ ∑ r−1 i=0 P 2 i q for all n > M. Thus it is possible to pick some M ∈ N such that for all n > M, P n ≫ ∑ r−1 i=0 P 2 i q for n = 2 r q with q odd and the Quantity condition needs only to be checked for a finite set of n < N.
